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Vizio smartcast 40 5.1 sound bar system - sb4051-d5 review

Activate and hold the button to confirm that you’re human. Thank You! Try a different method Image not available forColor: To view this video download Flash Player 7.5 Created with Raphaël 2.1.27.5010 Overall BVR Rating Based on 284 reviews Posted on 07/17/2019 - 08:00 The music enthusiasts are always in search of some brilliant devices with
great sound. With multiple options available in the market, the latest innovation from VIZIO, the VIZIO SB4051-D5 Smartcast 40" 5.1 Slim Soundbar System undoubtedly stands out. It is one of the best. It has got every feature to make it a lucrative device for music lovers. This system VIZIO SB3651-F6 36" 5.1 Home Theater Sound Bar System, has
much more useful features than any other sound bars available in the market. It has got a brilliant subwoofer and two wireless speakers which make it one of the best buys. It has got an extraordinary sound quality that will make you feel as if you are in the middle of some musical concert. The sound system will surely enhance the audio quality of any
visual content you watch. Why is the VIZIO SB4051-D5 Smartcast 40 5.1 Slim Sound Bar System highly recommended? The users highly recommend this Home audio system from VIZIO because of its amazing specifications. It has got everything that you would ever want in your dream music system. It will enhance your taste for music and transport
you to a different world altogether. Extraordinary sound quality The VIZIO SB4051-D5 Smartcast 40 5.1 Slim Sound Bar System has got a superior sound quality. You get to hear obvious music. All the ranges are well balanced, therefore making your audio experience smoother. Groove to the sound as high as 101 dB This music system can play music
as loud as 101 dB. It is not a very typical scene with the other audio systems available in the market. Listen to the roar of a lion or your favorite heros dialogue with the highest sound range. The device also prevents any harmonic distortion. Thus the higher volume ranges are equally bright as, the lower volume ranges. Your room is filled with your
desired music, and you will feel as if you are in the middle of some rocking concert of your favorite rockstar. Get your desired level of bass The VIZIO SB4051-D5 Smartcast 40 5.1 Slim Sound Bar System can take the bass level to as low as 35 Hz. You get your desired range of bass with this device if you are a fan of bass. Groove to dance numbers
with the best quality of music and the deepest bass with this superb audio system from VIZIO. Wireless subwoofer The music system is accompanied by a wireless subwoofer which is brilliantly crafted. It is a compact device that is very slim in shape, and you can fit it anywhere you want. It goes beside or underneath your furniture very quickly. Thus
you can get the experience of a better quality of music with added advantages. Two rear satellite speakers This soundbar from VIZIO comes with not only a wireless subwoofer but also two rear satellite speakers. These speakers are designed to support 5.1 Surround Sound. Therefore you can feel the music all around you. The speakers help you to get
entirely immersed in the music and groove along with it. They create an enjoyable musical environment in the place they are played. You can feel loud and clear music in the whole room, and thus, your experience of watching the video content also gets better. Control through Google Cast The VIZIO SB4051-D5 Smartcast 40 5.1 Slim Sound Bar
System has got the latest technology of Google Cast built in it. It enables you to control the playback of the sound system from your Smartphones or your personal computer. You can access any content in the device. Therefore streaming of millions of songs is made easy in this soundbar. Powered by the latest technology of DTS This soundbar from
VIZIO is powered by the DTS Surround Sound and the DTS TruVolume features. Therefore you experience the most excellent quality of music around you. You turn on the device, and you will feel melody flowing around you. Whatever be the video content, you will hear every word pronounced by the characters on screen loud and clear. The sound of
the music surrounds you. The volume of the system is also maintained throughout. You do not have to control it from time to time, instead set it at once and let it adjust on its own. Therefore the device enables you to enjoy a balanced sound throughout without interrupting your entertainment. Easy connectivity process The soundbar can be easily
connected to any other device via Bluetooth. The connectivity process is made easy, and you are just one tap away from connecting to any device and listening to your favorite track. The music system also has the useful feature of Wi-Fi. So link to it via Wi-Fi and enjoy music from any part of your house. The wireless connections have made the job
easy. You do not have to run to it every time you want to change the track. Instead, you can do it via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. You can stream limitlessly and enjoy your favorite tracks on this soundbar. Supports Dolby Audio technology The best audio contents in the world are powered by Dolby Audio technology. This soundbar from VIZIO supports Dolby
audio. Therefore you get to experience dynamic sound quality of any content you listen on it. Be it your favorite TV shows, your favorite movies, or your favorite music track; this device will enable you to enjoy the best sound quality ever. Extremely stylishly designed The soundbar looks stunning because of its marvelous design and finishing. It is
black in color and sleek in shape. The external body of the soundbar has got a brilliant finish. The wireless subwoofer is very slim and has got a stand along with it. The two small speakers are black with silver on the top. They too are sleek and look very stylish. The whole sound system has got a very compact design and can give your living room an
exquisite touch. There is also a remote control provided with the soundbar to control the device from a distance. Technical features of the music system Dimensions of the product 2 * 40 * 2 inches Weight of the product 3.4 pounds Weight of the product on shipping 25.5 pounds Manufacturing brand VIZIO Product reference number SB4051-D5
Maximum sound range 101 dB Connectivity technology Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Color of the product Black Remote batteries 2 AAA batteries Type of the speaker Subwoofer, Satellite speaker ASIN B01G3STJD6 Output Wattage of the product 100 Watt Reviews from users 3.8 out of 5 stars among 180 user reviews Ranking of the product 230 Salient features
of the sound system Enjoy a superb quality of music with this soundbar Experience 5.1 surround sound with the device The soundbar maintains a high quality of sound for any audio content you play on it The sound quality of the music system complements the video content you play along with it Play music as loud as 101 dB with this soundbar from
VIZIO This device enables you to get bass as low as 35 Hz Listen to higher volume ranges of music without any sound distortion All the features of the soundbar are easy to use Very stylish in look with an exceptional finish of the body Connect to any device easily via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi The device has built-in Google Cast Stream as much audio
content you want with the help of wireless connections Comes with a stylish subwoofer The subwoofer is very slim and can be fitted anywhere There are stands provided with the subwoofer to give it better support Two satellite speakers are supplied with the soundbar The subwoofer provides the actual effect of Surround Sound The device is powered
by the DTS technology which gives a better experience of the audio content It supports Dolby Audio technology The soundbar can be kept anywhere and even mounted on the wall This VIZIO soundbar comes with a remote to control the various functions of the music system The remote has a display unit on it to view the different settings You can
control the music played on the device with the help of VIZIO SmartCast App that works well with any Smartphone The contents of the package of the sound system After unboxing the package of the device, you will get a total of 17 different items provided by the manufacturer. The main components of the package are the VIZIO SB4051-D5
Smartcast 40 5.1 Slim Sound Bar, the wireless subwoofer and the 2 Satellite speakers. There is a remote control with 2 AAA batteries provided to power it. There are few cables namely, Stereo RCA to 3.5 mm audio cable, 3.5 mm to 3.5 mm audio cable, coaxial audio cable, HDMI cable, 2 Satellite audio cables for the two speakers, digital optical cable,
and two power cables. There four cable ties provided to keep the wires safe. There are wall mounting accessories: 4 wall mounting screws, two mounting brackets for the speakers, two brackets for the soundbar, and a wall mounting template. The wireless subwoofer has its stands and screws to fix it provided by the manufacturer. Lastly, there is a
Quick Start Guide to help you understand the different functions and the setup process of the music system. It also contains the safety measures to be taken while handling the device and the warranty guidelines. Precautionary measures to be taken with the sound system Before installing the device go through the Quick Start Guide provided by the
manufacturer very carefully Keep the sound system away from any source of fire or heat Make sure that all the openings in the device for ventilation are not blocked Do not let the sound system come in contact with water Follow all the instructions carefully that are given by the company regarding the electrical requirements of the device Use a 3-pin
socket to fit the 3-pin power plug of the invention. Do not try to force it into some other socket Make sure that the power cord is placed safely and is not damaged at any place Use all the cables and accessories provided by the manufacturer with the device. Do not try to attach some unauthorized attachment forcibly to the soundbar; it may damage
the device Do not touch the power cord with wet hands to prevent electric shock Place the soundbar as instructed by the manufacturer Do not keep the satellite speakers in an inverted position Be careful while repositioning any component of the music system. Do not drop them by any chance Mount the soundbar and the speakers on damp-free walls
Unplug the device at times of thunderstorm and lightning to prevent short circuit Always clean the machine with a clean and dry cloth. Make sure there are no dust depositions on any part of the soundbar, subwoofer and the speakers Let the music system rest for some time if it is played for long Stop using the device immediately if you sense some
smoky odor or fire sparks Do not throw the remote or hit it hard; it may stop functioning Use the wall mounting accessories provided by the manufacturer to mount the soundbar and the speakers on the wall Keep the subwoofer on the stands provided in the package of the device The warranty guidelines provided by VIZIO VIZIO provides a warranty
period of 1 year with this product. The warranty period starts from the date of purchase of the product. You get a warranty against any manufacturing defect provided that the device was used following all the guidelines given by VIZIO in their user guide. To avail the warranty, you need to contact VIZIO through their official website or call their tech
support helpline number. You must get your product authorized before sending it to their service center. VIZIO will repair it without any charge. Experience divine music This sound system from VIZIO is the ultimate solution if you want a single unit with multiple facilities. It has got a wireless subwoofer and two satellite speakers. Therefore your
experience of music is going to be outstanding.
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